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Welcome 

 
We’re delighted to welcome you to the Media, 
Film and Music Doctoral Day 2014. The day 

includes a diverse, and we think exciting, range 
of research by current doctoral students within 

our school.   
 
 

 
Join the Conversation 

 
You can follow all our PhD activities within 

Media, Film and Music on Twitter @mfmphds 
and join the conversation on Twitter today with 

the hash-tag  #mfmphds  
 

 
 

Thank You 
 

We’d like to thank all the doctoral students 
presenting work as part of the day. We’d also 

like to thank all the chairs and fish-bowl 
facilitators. 

 
We would especially like to thank Sarah 

Maddox, Jaime Huxtable, Kate Lacey and 
Caroline Bassett for supporting and funding 

today.  
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Doctoral Day 2014 Schedule
 	  

9.00  Registration, Jubilee G30 
 

9.15  Introduction by Kate Lacey, Jubilee G30 
 

 Jubilee 115, Level 1  Jubilee 116, Level 1  Jubilee 35, Ground  
9.30  Digital conjectures  

Caroline Bassett (chair)  
Danny Bright 
Russell Pearce  
Paul McConnell   
 

Representations  
Andy Medhurst (chair)  
Lizzie Reed 
Daisy Asquith 
Jodi Nelson 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Re-Imagined  
Installation art with 
quadraphonic sound  
Cécile Chevalier and  
Andrew Duff  

 
11.00  

 
Tea and coffee break, Jubilee G31  
 

11.30  National and 
transnational debates  
Michael Lawrence (chair)  
Juan Ramos 
Mid Hayder 
Sally Bream 

Experiencing digital 
technologies 
Kate Lacey (chair)  
Tanya Kant  
Ryan Burns  
Tianyang Zhou  
 

 
13.00  

 
Lunch, Jubilee G30  
 

14.00  Music and performance  
Ed Hughes (chair)  
Hannah Baxter  
Daniel Hignell  
Barnaby Hollington 

Media and well-being  
Eleftheria Lekakis (chair) 
Michael Guida 
Sian Aggett 
Nicola Streeten Plowman 
 

 
15.30  

 
Tea and coffee break, Jubilee G31  
 

16.00  Media, Film & Music and the neoliberal 
university: precarious futures and the networked 
academy, Jubilee G30  
Fish-bowl discussion  
David Hendy and Kate Lacey (facilitators)  
 

17.00  Wine reception, Jubilee G30  
 

19.30  Conference buffet at Earth & Stars, North Laine, Brighton  
 

rachel
Cross-Out

http://www.drinkinbrighton.co.uk/earth-and-stars
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Installation, JB 35, 9.30 – 17.00 
 
 
Cécile Chevalier and Andrew Duff 
 
Re-Imagined: Installation art with quadrophonic sound 
 
Re-Imagined is an art and sound installation that situates 
itself within Cécile Chevalier’s research. The research 
focuses on the mechanisms used in remembering with 
digital objects. It examines the relationship between 
embodied experiences with and around ‘bodiless’ digital 
objects – asking how this process might be technologised 
or automated, and ultimately how it shapes and alters 
cultural memory. 
 
In its materialisation the art work and collective 
performance reconsider the digital space where shared 
digital memory objects can be found.  
Through the displacement of the digital data experience, 
the work offers access to embodied data as sound objects, 
as short-term memories.  
 
In this process it highlights connectivity, collectivity and 
self awareness as body movements connect to copper 
threads, colliding one thread to another, to the structure, 
and merging through the contact microphones and MAX 
signal processing to form a digital soundscape and a new 
memory object, that then loops back to the user, the 
performer, the audience.  
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Digital Conjectures, 9.30 -11.00, JB 115 
Chair: Caroline Bassett 
 
 
Danny Bright 
 
Reflections on experimental research in ‘Sonic Ghosting’ 
– occupying the point of convergence or space in-between 
compositional, technological, analog, digital and post-
digital practices. 
 
 ‘Sonic Ghosting’ - a creative act deliberately conjuring 
up, composing or making foreground secondary images, 
whereby the form of these 'images' is expressed using a 
combination of sound and music – is a compositional 
practice that seeks to express multiplicity and 
temporal/spatial fracture in relation to the re-configuring 
of material or sound environments it works with. This 
presentation will reflect on recent experimental practice 
involved in the identification, expansion and refinement 
of the ‘Sonic Ghosting’ concept. It will explore the role of 
compositional, technological, analog, digital and post-
digital practices in the creation of ‘Sonic Ghosting’ works, 
as well as whether ‘Sonic Ghosting’ occupies a point of 
convergence or space in-between these practices. Finally, 
the presentation will look at if ‘Sonic Ghosting’ works 
must incorporate critical concepts such as multiplicity or 
temporal fracture into their operational form/method in a 
self-reflexive manner to be successful. 
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Russell Pearce 
 
Where is that manual Eugene?  
 
In 1993 Adobe released the first iteration of their 
‘Portable Document Format’. Designed on the back of 
PostScript and looking to take advantage on the links 
between themselves and the emerging Desktop 
Publishing systems and architecture, the format was 
designed to enable the distribution of text in a finished 
document, in a form which was scaleable and 
incorporated fonts that would render accurately to allow 
for the resulting document to be printed out at any laser 
printer. According to John Warnock, the ‘pdf’ might have 
the potential so that “encyclopaedias, atlases, Military 
maps, Service Manuals, Time-Life Books etc. could be 
shipped on CD-ROM’s with a viewer”.  
 
Now, a little over twenty years later, how are people who 
find that the only documentation they can trace are pdf 
copies of lost or confidential documents managing their 
use of these digital ephemera? Is the utility and 
distributed nature of the portable document format a 
godsend, or is the lack of materialism viewed as an issue? 
How might we explore how the way in which these 
portable documents have usurped service manuals, 
drawings and become the archive format of choice for 
governmental and international bodies?  
 
In this paper, I look to explore the issues described by the 
contributors to my doctoral research, with particular 
regard to an interview with Jane Fox, kinaesthetic and 
visual artist, whose work has been directly affected by 
the digital materiality of the document form.  
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Paul McConnell 
 
HyperCard – A Study of Early Computational Making 
with Code 
 
This paper studies HyperCard as an example of early 
computational building with code. It examines what 
forms of computational knowledge and practice 
HyperCard promoted as a shared making and seeks to 
trace trajectories between this historic context and 
present day computational maker networks. 
 
A principle focus of this study is on the agency that 
HyperCard afforded non-expert users or programmers, 
through accessible coding paradigms, to extend their 
medium for making code objects such as Stackware and 
how this engenders different forms of computational 
subjectivity.  
 
It considers writing by Alan Kay who proposes that OOP 
is the most useful programming paradigm for non-
experts as means for developing computational thinking, 
along with writing by Turkle and Papert on 
epistemological pluralism to illuminate approaches to 
making with code, which are useful when considering 
forms of computational subjectivity. 
 
HyperCard stacks will be will be displayed and discussed 
as examples as part of the presentation. 
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Representations, 9.30 – 11.00, JB 116 
Chair: Andy Medhurst 
 
 
Lizzie Reed 
 
Who Gets Left Behind? The Challenge of Representing 
LGBTQ parents 
 
In my interviews with 31 LGBTQ parents, a common 
complaint emerged; that those parents who are 
represented in the mainstream media are usually men, 
always middle class, and never exhibit anything but a 
normative gender identity. 
 
In this paper I explore the challenges of representing the 
diversity of LGBTQ parents, the way in which 
heteronormativity and patriarchy continues to structure 
the narratives of family, and the consequences these 
restrictions have on conceptualising a queer family for 
the future. 
 
Using quotes from 24 in depth interviews, examples of 
media identified by parents, and analysis of the routes by 
which the preference for hegemonic masculinity and 
femininity is transmitted to representational choices 
made about LGBT parents, I suggest that mainstream 
media, and lesbian and gay family campaigners, must 
revise their representational strategies urgently, or risk 
reproducing the marginalising and oppressive 
hierarchies of heteronormative society under the banner 
of queer family 
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Daisy Asquith  
 
This Is Not Us: Contested Representation and Cultural 
Space in the One Direction fandom 
 
Daisy's research is into the response of the One Direction 
fandom to her Channel 4 documentary Crazy About One 
Direction which was broadcast in August 2013. For the 
practice part of her PhD Daisy is working on an 
installation that explores the way the fandom represent 
themselves in different online spaces such as Tumblr, 
YouTube and Twitter and how they contest their 
representation on television. The clip Daisy will be 
showing is made from YouTube videos in which fans 
critique her documentary, and in particular the impact of 
moving homoerotic fan art featuring Louis and Harry 
between mediums and cultural spaces. 
 
 
Jodi Nelson 
 
The Feminist Auteur: New Media Practices in Feminist 
Filmmaking Within the Online Participatory 
Environment  
 
My research is interested primarily in how the new 
paradigm shifts in digital technology and the [supposed] 
democratization of the filmmaking process allows 
feminist filmmakers to connect to global niche audiences 
with more immediacy through the Internet. By engaging 
virtual communities, crowd funding/fan-building 
initiatives through a variety of social media landscapes, 
how can feminist filmmakers create a dialog amongst 
various online platforms with creative content? 
Specifically, what access and resources are available to 
the creative practitioner and how best to exploit this new 
participatory relationship in order to create 
documentary and cross-platform content? What 
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challenges lie ahead for collaborations between online 
participatory audiences and feminist voices in the virtual 
space? 
 
Questions being examined are; 1) How does this position 
the filmmaker as the ‘sole’ auteur/creator in this new 
methodology? 2) What are advantages and/or 
disadvantages to this new approach and how does it 
impact the film/filmmaker? 3) How are the participants 
involved and/or impacted? 4) What, if any, creative, 
ethical, proprietary sacrifices must be made by the 
filmmaker in creating a project in this way? 6) What 
public impact occurs when the final work is shifted from 
its inception/creation to its output/dissemination? 
 
The film project entitled: ‘Single Girl in a Virtual World: 
What does a 21st Century Feminist Look Like?’ engages a 
global audience of participants, asking them to contribute 
in the production, creation and financing of the film. 
Utilizing social networks, crowd funding initiatives, web 
blogs, viral video, virtual chat interaction as well as, 
traditional modes of documentary practice, the aim is to 
create a documentary film that exemplifies activism in its 
profoundly new image. 
 
Trailer at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6-HtdssvT4 
Blog: http://21stCenturyFeminist.com 
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National and Transnational Debates,  
11.30 - 13.00, JB 115 
Chair: Michael Lawrence 
 
 
Juan Ramos 
 
The US Telenovela as a Globalized Genre 
 
This paper discusses the place of the United States in the 
global telenovela industry. A brief look at the domestic 
television schedules reveals that telenovelas are the 
staple of Spanish-language television in the United States 
as they tend to occupy the best time slots on the most-
watched channels, both broadcast and cable. In past 
decades, all telenovelas shown on US television were 
imported as canned content from Latin American 
countries. That is, US Hispanic broadcasters would 
license telenovelas produced in other national contexts 
for broadcast in the United States. For years, US viewers 
could only watch telenovelas mainly imported from 
Mexico, Venezuela, Brazil (dubbed into Spanish). 
Although the practice of importing telenovelas from Latin 
America continues, there has been domestic production 
in the United States since the mid 1990s. This paper 
proposes going beyond anecdotic observations and 
seeking to understand the complex relationship between 
industrial practices, the commercial imperative, and 
artistic or creative forces at play in US telenovelas, in 
order to produce a more detailed insight into the meaning 
of the genre as a cultural category in the United States 
and globally. 
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Mid Hayder 
 
Investigating the NRI: Bollywood stardom in the global 
era 
 
The aim of this thesis is to analyse cinematic 
representations of the Non-residential Indian (NRI) in 
contemporary Bollywood. Films with NRI characters tend 
to focus on questions of identity while representing NRI 
as being affluent, but with a strong cultural connection. 
The representation of NRI’s split loyalties between home 
and abroad signifies Bollywood’s acknowledgement of the 
current global situation; mass migration and global 
capital. This is further signified by the fact that many 
films gross more abroad than in domestic markets. The 
NRI has appeared in hit Films such as Dilwale Dulhania 
Le Jayenge (Chopra, 1995), Pardes (Ghai, 2007), Kal Ho 
Na Ho (Advhani, 2004), Namestey London (Shah, 2007), 
New York (Khan, 2009), Zindagi na Milegi Dobara 
(Akhtar, 2011) and My name is Khan (Johar, 2010). 
While much scholarship has acknowledged the 
significance of the NRI, one element has become often 
overlooked; Stars. This is curious as the NRI has become 
Synonymous with two particular stars, Shahrukh Khan 
and Katrina Kaif. This thesis intends to explore the 
intersection of these specific stars as well as the idea of 
“Transnational Stars”. What are transnational stars? And 
how can this term be applied to Indian cinema? Through 
the analysis of the on/screen and off/screen dichotomy in 
which stars exist, this thesis intends to use stars as a 
platform to discuss wider issues of an industry that is at 
one level global, and at another national. 
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Sally Bream 
 
Pevensey Levels: A Landscape in Flux or Stasis? 
 
My photographic research at Pevensey Levels represents 
landscape as a place that is unpeopled. The extraction of 
people from the images is in contrast with the intensive 
exploitation of the marshland. The research focuses on 
how climate change might be identified and shown within 
the context of landscape utilisation, preservation ad 
conservation.  My research makes the assumption that 
climate change is already happening.  However, John 
Urry (2011) points out that climate change is not visible 
and that people tend to observe the extraordinary and 
revelatory power of weather rather than climate change.  
Added to this scepticism, the southeast has a relatively 
temperate climate in which the weather is traditionally 
known to be changeable and this irregularity is part of 
the cultural mythology of being English.  The 
changeability of the weather, a feature of the broader 
climate in Britain has been documented for centuries 
(Markley, 2008).  However, recent flooding in parts of 
the UK and southern England has triggered uncertainty 
about whether excessive rainfall in early 2014 was 
indeed due to climate change or an inherent volatile 
weather characteristic.  My images show that the 
landscape at Pevensey Levels is kept in a state of 
constant equilibrium, despite the global forces of rising 
sea levels and the unpredictability of weather systems.   
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Experiencing Digital Technologies, 
11.30 – 13.00, JB 116 
Chair: Kate Lacey 
 
 
Tanya Kant 
 
Personalisation and privacy in the context of data 
tracking: how do Ghostery users negotiate their positions 
as 'data providers'? 
 
This paper explores the accounts of twelve Ghostery 
users in order to investigate how popular discourses of 
online privacy are mobilised in the context of data 
tracking and personalisation. The paper uses three key 
themes - control, knowledge and privacy - to examine the 
ways in which Ghostery users understand and negotiate 
their emphatically unwanted positions as 'data providers' 
(Van Djick, 2009). In doing so, the paper proposes that 
Ghostery functions as a tool for uneasy insight in which 
the presence of the 'invisible web' (Ghostery, 2014) is 
made explicit, yet the specific trajectories of users' data 
trails remain uncomfortably 'unknowable', despite of - or 
in fact due to - the high levels of 'expertise' that many 
participants displayed. 
  
Finally, my paper examines participant responses to the 
question of 'why privacy matters', and suggests that in 
the context of personalisation, privacy is not only just a 
'right' or 'principle' that must be upheld - privacy invasion 
through data tracking also threatens 'your ability to be 
you… because you can't hide all the scuzzy bits’ (Chris, 
Ghostery user). Thus, Ghostery responds to an anxiety 
that extends beyond the threat to privacy as a principle 
or as a moral or legal concept; it responds to a desire for 
privacy that is vital for the construction and 
maintenance of autonomous subjectivity. 
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Ryan Burns 
 
“I’ve already got a real inkling that this is going to be... 
The way forward”: Promise and failure of tablet 
computers 
 
In this paper, I give an account of ethnographic research 
into the adoption of tablet computers in a science 
laboratory.  The research presented in the paper is based 
primarily on 6 extended interviews conducted between 
August 2013 and January 2014. The research focuses on 
two key participants who are keen to adopt tablet 
computers in a chemistry teaching lab in a UK 
University.  One participant is a technician, the other is a 
lecturer.  The ethnography traces the two participants’ 
efforts to adopt tablet computers for both research and 
teaching work.  The main themes addressed in the paper 
are ‘promise’ and ‘failure’.  The participants express a 
complex understanding of the promise of tablet 
computers.  They go to significant lengths to point out the 
potential benefits of using tablets.  Over the course of the 
ethnography, the participants seek to learn how best to 
make use of tablets in the laboratory.  I trace the theme of 
‘promise’ through their responses, as they maintain a 
constant faith that tablets will ‘come good’ if they work 
out how to use them in the right way.  The second theme 
‘failure’ refers to the fact that the participants never find 
this ‘right way’ to use tablets.  Throughout the 
ethnography, the participants attempt to address this 
failure, which they articulate in terms of their own 
individual failings to ‘get to grips’ with the technology.   
My main aim in this paper is to identify and account for 
this sense of ‘promise’.  I consider how the tablet 
computer is understood to be ‘promising’ even when it is 
consistently found not to deliver on its promise.    
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Tianyang Zhou 
 
An examination of the interaction between cyberqueer 
techno-practice and offline gay male experience in 
contemporary China 
 
The term ‘cyberqueer’ refers to the alliances between 
queer experiences and computer-mediated worlds, which 
stresses the independence of the two concepts in both 
daily practices and academic research. This study 
examines the interaction between cyberqueer techno-
practice and offline gay experience in contemporary 
China. It addresses the research questions how gay men 
in contemporary China experience possibilities and 
constraints in their offline and online life. This study uses 
complementary methods in order to capture the 
complexity between online practices and offline 
experiences of gay men, in which the combination of an 
online survey, semi-structured interviews, and simple 
observations serve to deepen and enrich one another. The 
findings suggest that new media makes a great 
contribution to Chinese gay men’s everyday life 
regarding self-representation, community-making, as 
well as romantic and erotic practices. Meanwhile, the 
interconnectedness between cyberqueer techno-practice 
and offline gay experience reveals a comprehensive 
picture of Chinese gay male culture.   
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Music and Performance, 
14.00 – 15.30, JB 115 
Chair: Ed Hughes 
 
 
Hannah Baxter 
 
Conducting Les Noces 
 
This paper studies the challenges Les Noces poses to the 
conductor in ballet and considers the work in relation to 
Stravinsky’s ‘anti-interpretation’ aesthetic preferences. 
Martyn Brabbins (conductor of the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra) stated that with The Rite of Spring, 
‘Stravinsky, single-handedly transformed the role and 
function of the conductor’ (2003:262). However, The Rite 
of Spring ’s ‘radical’ status has not only eclipsed works by 
other composers, but also others within Stravinsky’s own 
repertoire. I argue that this is particularly applicable to 
Les Noces, The Rite’s successor. Without the scandalous 
premiere, Les Noces could never hope to obtain the same 
level of notoriety, yet in many respects it surpasses The 
Rite’s in its rhythmic and aesthetic complexity, 
unorthodox orchestration and staging, use of text and 
choreographic counterpoint. All of these parameters are 
considered in developing a more three-dimensional 
picture of the conductor’s work, and to examine the 
composer’s evolving influence post-The Rite.  
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Daniel Hignell 
 
The Other for whom I sing: musings upon the art of 
work 
 
Positing that a general creative awareness is a 
fundamental part of a healthy society, I will examine how 
artworks can serve as a form of practice for such 
awareness, and ways in which the art system must adapt 
to better serve this function. I will explore contemporary 
interpretations of participatory art, alongside the 
accompanying notions of disjunction and event, and 
demonstrate the manner in which my own work seeks to 
realize such terms. Furthermore, I will argue the implicit 
flaw in an art system that seeks to represent the Other – 
if the Other is by definition unknowable to the self, 
representation creates a false security in which we seek 
to relate the Other to the self, to make it concrete, or 
sensible. Instead, art should celebrate the beyond-sense 
that is truly Other, to place weight not on the success or 
failure of an artwork in representing a thing, but on the 
first act of creation that is the journey from one to the 
Other, the pre-sensible journey of resonance through 
which intra-action with Other literally constructs the 
boundaries of self. By these terms, it is art as work, 
rather than works of art, that allow us to approach the 
shared space of the community from a position that seeks 
unity not by the homogenization of the Other, but by the 
celebration of difference and autonomy as prerequisites 
of self.  
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Barnaby Hollington 
 
Post-Tonal Music: Can a new technical approach help 
minimise cognitive opacity? 
 
Since Schoenberg’s first ventures into ‘atonal’ or ‘post-
tonal’ composition in 1908, and the subsequent adoption of 
the post-tonal vocabulary by the majority of Western (and 
many Eastern) art music composers after WW2, public 
interest in contemporary Western art music has 
plummeted. Meanwhile, public interest in other types of 
music, and other Western art-forms remains far higher, as 
numerous commentators have acknowledged. (The title of 
David Stubbs’ 2009 book, Fear of Music: Why People Get 
Rothko but Don’t Get Stockhausen, testifies to the 
problem). The roll call of Western ‘classical’ composers who 
have received greater success with the public comprises 
exclusively of figures who eschew post-tonality: e.g. Reich, 
Adams, Glass, Einaudi, Pärt, Nyman and Rutter.  
 
Authors such as Fred Lerdahl (1988) have argued that the 
source of the general public’s disinterest lies in the 
‘cognitive opacity’ of the post-tonal vocabulary itself. In 
other words, listeners are not turned off post-tonal music 
due to the harshness of some of the sonorities themselves, 
any more than art-lovers might be offended by the content 
of Damien Hirst’s A Thousand Years. Rather, it is the 
seeming impossibility of presenting post-tonal vocabulary 
in a way that listeners can cognize, syntactically, that has 
resulted in a breakdown in communication, and therefore, 
popularity. 
 
In this paper, I shall outline some of the ideas behind a new 
method of post-tonal composition, which I am currently 
seeking to develop. This new approach aims at consistently 
maximising the cognitive clarity of post-tonal harmony, by 
developing a new set of grammatical techniques, and 
refining some of the more promising techniques employed 
by some of the less inaccessible post-tonal composers, to 
date. 
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Media and Well-being, 
14.00 – 15.30, JB 116 
Chair: Eleftheria Lekakis 
 
Michael Guida 
 
Sonic therapy for the nerves before the First World War 
 
During the First World War, special hospitals for officers 
suffering from the psychological trauma of the trenches 
were set up. These institutions were usually away from 
the front, back in Britain where peaceful surroundings 
and ‘talking cures’ were available. But the emotional and 
medical connections between soundscape and recovery 
that may have underpinned ideals of treatment during 
this period have been little examined by historians. This 
talk will look at how two personalities in particular gave 
credence to the benefits of quietude and music, 
particularly for those with nervous disorders. First, is 
Florence Nightingale who insisted on a regime of female 
silence for male healing on her large wards in the 
Crimean War. I will draw upon her Notes on Nursing 
(1860) in which she denounced nurses for whispering, 
moving slowly, even walking on tiptoe, advocating a 
combination of ‘quickness, lightness and gentleness.’ 
Second, is Canon Frederick Harford’s group of ‘musician 
healers’ called the Guild of St Cecilia, made up of 
violinists, a harpist and female singers, who performed 
first in 1891. Harford made his musicians available to 
hospitals to play ‘soothing’ music, but out-of-sight to allow 
the ‘mission of music’ to do its work freely. His scheme 
was supported by Nightingale, although opinion in the 
British Medical Journal, which I analyse, was 
circumspect. These initiatives illustrate a concern for the 
control and use of sound to promote well-being and 
healing, when noise was often seen as a health hazard 
and a threat to order.  
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Sian Aggett 
 
An Ethnographic Study of Socially Engaged Art for 
Engaging Communities and Epidemiological Research 
in Patan Valley, Kathmandu. 
 
There is increasing pressure for those working in 
community-based biomedical research to engage with 
local communities. This is justified by statements about 
democratizing science, promoting mutual understanding 
and supporting two-way dialogue. This is a presentation 
of a pre-fieldwork ethnographic research project, which 
will explore the role of socially engaged arts for 
community engagement (CE) with biomedical research. 
The focus of the study will be a research based and 
socially engaged arts and media project entitled ‘Sacred 
Waters', which aims to explore the beliefs and behaviours 
around an ancient stone water system in the Kathmandu 
Valley. This project will be based on research on endemic 
urban typhoid transmission at the Oxford University 
Clinical Research Unit – Nepal (OUCRU-NP), Patan 
Hospital, Kathmandu. Through ethnographic and 
participatory methods this research explore the project 
from the standpoints of local community members, 
artists and biomedical researchers, the knowledges that 
are accommodated and produced and how these interact 
and transform over the course of the intervention. 
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Nicola Streeten Plowman 
 
Are autobiographical trauma comics a good thing? 
 
In 1973 in California, USA, a group of ten women 
cartoonists founded the Wimmen’s Comix Collective and 
published Wimmen’s Comix no 1 containing the first 
autobiographical comic ever published, drawn by Aline 
Kominsky……..Autobiography has since become a staple 
of comics drawn by women, and big chunks of women’s 
commix tend to be about the artist’s dysfunctional family, 
miserable childhood, fat thighs, and boyfriend problems. 1 
 
In this paper I will show the tension between two 
contrasting approaches towards memoir. The first is the 
view of feminists such as Adrienne Rich, who believed 
that only the willingness of women to share their ‘private 
and often painful experience’ would enable them to 
achieve a true description of the world, freeing and 
encouraging one another. The opposing approach is one 
of critical disdain towards ‘Misery memoir’, a term coined 
by The Bookseller to refer to the publishing phenomenon 
that began with Dave Pelzer’s A Child Called It, 1995 and 
Frank McCourt’s Angela’s Ashes, 1996. Using a selection 
of examples from current graphic novels, I will show how 
the comic form has challenged this reaction and been 
used successfully in the telling of trauma narratives. I 
will argue this is because it exploits the general 
assumptions held about comics and about how trauma 
narratives should be presented. In so doing, it invites the 
reader to question assumptions made more widely about 
reactions to the world around us. 
 
1 Trina Robbins (1999) From Girls to Grrrlz, A History of Women’s Comics 
from Teens to Zines. New York: Chronicle Books: 91 
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Musical Materialities in the Digital 
Age , Interdisciplinary conference,  
University of Sussex, 27-28 June 
 
Reduced fees available for Sussex students  
 
The organisers of the conference ‘Musical Materialities in the 
Digital Age’ (University of Sussex 27-28 June 2014) are 
delighted to offer up to 30 Sussex students the opportunity to 
register for this 2-day conference at the reduced rate of £25. 
This represents a 50% saving on the current early-bird student 
rate and a 60% saving on the regular student rate. The reduced 
rate is open to any student currently registered at the 
University of Sussex and covers conference registration, 
delegate fees, lunch and refreshments on both days of the 
conference. 
 
More information about the conference can be found at 
http://reframe.sussex.ac.uk/musmat/conference/	  
 
To apply, please return a completed application form to the 
conference organiser Dr Richard Elliott by 28 May 2014. 
Applications received without completed forms will not be 
considered. Complete forms should be sent as hard copy or by 
email to Dr Richard Elliott, School of Media, Film and Music, 
Silverstone Building, University of Sussex, BN1 9RG. Email: 
R.Elliott@sussex.ac.uk.  
 
Completed forms must be received by 28 May 2014 to be 
eligible for the fee reduction, but bear in mind that applications 
will be dealt with as received so early submission is advised. 
Details of how to pay the reduced fee (£25) will be provided 
with confirmation of successful applications. 
 
This activity is supported by the Doctoral School’s Researcher-
Led Initiative (RLI) Fund 
 
(www.sussex.ac.uk/doctoralschool/internal/rli). 

 
 




